
Minutes of Meeting – Online Clarifications for Surveillance System EOI, Karimnagar 

Date: 27h Nov 2020 

Location: Teleconference, KSCCL , Karimnagar 

Chaired by Managing Director, Karimnagar Smart City Corporation Limited, Karimnagar  

 

Attendees: 

Valluru Kranthi, Managing Director, Karimnagar Smart City Corporation Limited, Karimnagar 

Rajinder Banyal, PMC 

Rohit Roshan, PMC 

Satish Kumar, PMC 

Shantanu Thakur, PMC 

Mohammed Shahwar, PMC 

Allvy Software 

Bosch 

CMS 

Delta Electronics 

Graymatics 

ITS Planner 

Inspira Enterprises  

KEC International 

Legrand Digital Infra 

Microfocus 

HPE  

R&M India 

Suhool International  

Trigyn 



Minutes of Meeting Questions and Answers :  

Question 1: There is no pre-qualification criteria given is it that only BOM pricing needs to be 

submitted. 

Answer: Pre-Qualification criteria will be finalized during RFP  
 

Question 2: Would like to understand How are we planning the UPS for the devices populated in 

42U Racks? Since the EoI is calling only for the field UPS 

Answer: DC Non-IT facility shall be provided by the department including UPS power and 

cooling. 
 

Question 3: Please furnish documents Checklist  

Answer: Only line item cost is required for this EOI process, hence no checklist is provided  

 

Question 4: The tender will be LCBS or QCBS. cost based or quality based ? 

Answer: At this point of time the selection criteria is under finalization by the department, If it is  

QCBS exact composition will be decided by the department  
 

Question 5: Data Backup is a very critical part of the software for such prestigious project. 

Functional requirements need to be incorporated in the RFP. Also confirm the capacity of data 

to be backed up for proposing quantity of backup software. Below outcomes are expected from 

any Backup Software. Scheduled unattended backup using policy-based management for all 

Server and OS platforms Kindly request to mention the Backup strategy needed for solution. 

Answer: Backup solution, functional and technical specifications will be incorporated during RFP 

stage  
 

Question 6: Which kind of Topology you are planning for this network? 

Answer: Topology as of now is under the role of SI and high-level Architecture is planned for 

now. MPLS network will connect the field devices the central location. The edge devices will be 

connected to the field switches which will in turn be connected to the proposed MPLS network. 

The data center internal network will be established through the switching devices which are 

part of the BoM. 
 

Question 7: In Networking switches port counts mentioned like 24 or 48 (as per requirements). It 

is not clearly specifying to size the BoQ . how to address this requirement? please clarify. 

Answer: At the core switch it will be 48 port and LAN/access switch (within DC) will be 24 port  
 

Question 8: PDUs would be required for the power distribution to the devices in the rack. Please 

include the same in the BoQ. It is suggested to have Intelligent PDUs 

Answer: The PDU shall have to be provided as part of Rack. Regarding Intelligent PDU the 

decision will be taken by the department at RFP stage. 



 

Question 9: Is it going to DC on prem and DR on cloud? Are you planning a Field Network? 
Answer: Yes, DC is on-premise and DR is not envisaged for now. For field network 

approximately 300 locations may be considered   

 

Question 10: Could you please confirm on video analytics use cases? Which VA use cases are 

you planning to deploy ? 
Answer: Following VA use cases are envisaged: Tripwire, illegal parking, left out baggage and 

crowd detections. This is an indicative list and final list of use cases may vary during RFP stage. 

Question 11: We found the NMS / EMS specs seems to be very generic and don’t find any 

detailed functional specifications on umbrella NMS , Network, Server fault - performance 

management along with Helpdesk, which may require to manage and monitor end to end infra 

monitoring and management purpose. Kindly share your inputs on the same 

Answer: For now, NMS/EMS will be cloud hosted, pay as you go model. The infra and the 

number of clients, details specifications will come during RFP stage. 

 

Question 12: Video wall - Laser based DLP Cube is asked but diagonal size is 55" . 55" size is 

not in sync with specifications of laser-based video wall mentioned in EOI. Requesting to 

mention 50" diagonal size. Also 5 years O&M from date of go live is asked in tender which can 

be easily met by DLP only  

Answer: Point was noted, department will decide during RFP stage  

 

Question 13: The design will be in a Ring topology. This is a design which the SI will suggest 

and understand with the client. As cabling is the nervous systems, we have to get the best ROI.  
Answer: Please refer to Answer to Question number 6   

Question 14: In fiber optic cable - How many cores fiber required? Unitube or Multitube?  

Answer: Please refer to Answer to Question 27, under response to queries document. This will 

be detailed during RFP stage.  

 

Question 15: Have you arrived any requirement how many cores you are looking for it. 

Answer: This will be detailed during the RFP stage   

 

Question 16: UTP Copper Armoured Cable and Accessories :- Can we give third party 

armouring? 

Answer: It is preferable from same vendor. The recommendations may be noted by the 

department 

 

Question 17: Blades are the Latest and available with all OEMs, request you to consider the 

Blade Architecture Real-time out-of-band hardware performance monitoring & alerting • Agent-

free monitoring, driver updates & configuration, power monitoring & capping, RAID 

management, external storage management, monitoring of FC, HBA & CNA & system health • 



Out-of-band hardware & firmware inventory • Zero-touch auto configuration to auto deploy a 

baseline server configuration profile • Automated hardware configuration  

Answer: The amount of compute is very less, hence we will release the specifications during 

RFP, Blade server would prove costly as we have limited compute, hence rack is considered. 

The final call shall be taken during RFP stage 

 

Question 18: Box camera has been asked in EOI. How much field of view required for fixed 

cameras? 
Answer: Varifocal lenses , 5 to 50 mm and another is 3 to 10 mm , depending on lens size and 

depends on the actual field composition  

Question 19: Security of Cameras is very important to avoid hacking. I suggest adding latest 

security protocols of cameras public key infrastructure, AES 256-bit encryption, trusted platform 

module, software sealing etc. 

Answer: Basic specifications are mentioned, however certain software security may be revisited 

during RFP stage 
 

Question 19: Management & Configuration - specifications of servers are blade form factor 

servers. Hence request you to pls add specifications of blade chassis 

Answer: Please refer to Answer to Question number 17 

 

Question 20: For armored cable. It is must as we have to use in outdoor conditions.  

Answer: Yes  

 

Question 21: What is the capacity requirement in primary storage ? 

Answer: Primary storage should hold the feed for 7 days and secondary storage shall hold the 

feed for 23 days 

 

Question 22: Will there be any 1.3 Pb is fixed, or bidder can size requirement  

Answer: 1.3 PB is a minimum expected for storage from SI, and the vendor may propose higher 

storage based on their camera feed parameters. 
 

Question 23: Please increase the resolution for Fixed cameras with minimum 5MP as available 

with most of the OEMS 

Answer: The minimum resolution required is mentioned as part of the specification, however the 

bidder is free to propose anything higher than the minimum specifications  

 

Question 24: Field of view is important because differentiate the quantity if bullet and BOX 

Cameras 

Answer: At present only Box cameras are under consideration, however it would be revisited 

during RFP stage 

  



Question 25: Field of view is important kindly differentiate the quantity of bullet and BOX 

Cameras. as there is 2.5 times pricing difference between both 

Answer: Noted by department  

 

Question 26: The VMS Software should have OS partner certification from last 3 consecutive 

years for tight integration with operating system. 

Answer: It can be considered during RFP stage. 

 

Question 27: Data center advanced/automation features like DCB, VXLAN, Rest API 

integration, Python scripting etc. Are missing in Datacenter switches. Any chance to relook into 

these advanced feature set and consider? these can help smart city DC network for better 

automation and API integration with management tools.  

Answer: The current project does not require the features mentioned. Those features will be 

part of the project at a later stage, if required by the department  

 

Question 28: As per our last experience only at junctions please include BOX Cameras if you 

want 9-40mm lens Bullet cameras approximately 3-12mm lens 
Answer: Noted, however, depends on field of view and requirement in the city of Karimnagar 

Question 29: Why are we not looking at smart poles? 

Answer: This is a Surveillance RFP and Smart poles will be considered as a different project  
 

Question 30: As per Ministry Note on 9th November 2020 vide F.No. K-14012/101(22)/2020-

SC-Fesk(IV) Point 8.20 , ministry suggested smart pole can be a revolutionary idea for smart 

city requirements. 

Answer: Please refer Question 29 

 

Question 31: Please include latest technology of VMS. In case of VMS Server main and even 

redundant server fails ,. Live and recording shall happen continuous directly from camera to 

storage boxes without VMS SERVER 
Answer: Noted, the department may include it during RFP stage  

 

Question 32: Emergency Call Box plays a major role for surveillance 

Answer: At this point of time, it may not be included in this project 

 

Question 33: Wi-Fi is also part of next RFP ? 

Answer: No, it is not part of this RFP, this is purely a surveillance project  
 

Question 34: The software should comply that all client to server and server to server 

communications are compressed and encrypted and connection specific key should be 256-bit 

AES and data encryption should be 256-bit AES. VMS software should have the Encryption 

algorithm of 4096-bit RSA and hashing of SHA -512 for tamper proof data. The exported video 



should be saved in SEF (Secure Export Format) for secure non tamper file system with 

Password key which can be set to 24 Characters. The Client application s 

Answer: We will ensure that high security standards are put in place, VMS provider will have to 

provide a standard tool for exported data with high security features and this to be considered 

during RFP stage 
 

Question 35: Deep learning analytics features should be inbuilt in the camera. As edge-based 

technology is always better than server-based Benefits edge based 1. Bandwidth reduction 2. 

Dependency on server Most of the server-based OEM can cater 30-40 cameras per server in 

case one server fails all camera will be down 3. Accuracy will be high. 

Answer: Based on requirement of our city, it may be considered at a later stage  
 

Question 36: Please add PQ for cameras OEM 1. SERVICE CENTER directly forms the OEM 

from decade, it will help customer to get good after sales support. 

Answer: All the eligibility criteria will be part of RFP. For further details please refer to Answer to 

Question number 1 
 

Question 37: DC Solution does not seem to be well defined and neither are the specifications 

for the components 

Answer: Please refer to Answer to Question number 2 
 

Question 38: Backup software specifications to be mentioned 

Answer: Backup is only for flagged data and the percentage of data to backup is minimum. 

However, backup software specifications may be considered by the department during the RFP 
 

Question 39: Firewall - 2 slots of 4*40G interfaces...please clarify whether it is 2 slots or just 

4*40G ports?? 

Answer: The requirement is of 2 interfaces with 40G capacity. 
 

Question 40: Kindly confirm when tentatively the RFP is expected to release ? 

Answer: The RFP release is purely under the department prerogative.  

 

 

Note : 

• Vendors are requested to submit quotes by 30 Nov 2020 to mdksccl@gmail.com 

• The network connectivity charges are to be quoted as connectivity is under the 

scope of SI, connectivity to all locations and viewing center 


